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College Budget Cuts Outlined

THE RESERVES got a lo t of
play Saturday as the Lakeri
rolled
to a big win over
Northern Illinois
(photo by
C.E. Heveckar).

cuts in the budget in the revision pro
cess.
During the meeting, Director of
Ronald VanStecland, Vice-presi
Housing
and Activities Jeff Brown
dent for Administration, spoke to
gave
Senators
a questionaire dealing
the Student Senate Monday about
Grand Valley’s revised budget for the with their attitude toward Senate
procedures. These will be used to
1980-81 school year.
Since Michigan’s economic status generate discussion for a Senate
has drained state revenues, a decrease workshop scheduled for Saturday.
The Senate moved to accept the
in state appropriations for higher ed
ucation is projected for this fall. proposal outlining the purpose,
Grand Valley’s revised budget is charge, and composition of the Aca
based on a 1.87% increase in state demic Advisory Committee on
Communications
appropriations as opposed to a Broadcast
6.96% increase used to prepare the
initial budget last April.
The revision cuts $769,000 from
the original budget for 1980-81. Ac
cording to VanStecland, the bulk of
Guidelines for the committee
the cuts are being made by not filling
vacant faculty and staff positions which would provide “academic in
cither temporarily or permanently. put” to Grand Valley’s public radio
The College of Arts and Science and television stations were amended
will have nine unfilled positions; slightly before being approved by the
Seidman College has two; Kirkoff faculty and student senates this
has one full time position and one week.
The concept of the Academic Ad
part time position unfilled; and
visory
Committee on Broadcast ComWilliam James College has one
mucations
was approved by the
faculty position open.
Other positions on campus have Board of Control last June. The
been left unfilled in the library, the Board left it to faculty, student and
physical plant, and the central admi administration groups to create
specifics of the body ’s functions and
nistration.
The Senate did not receive any membership.
The original AACBC document,
passed by the fauclty senate steering
committee two weeks ago said, in
part, "The AACBC shall insure that
federated college but, instead, could the operation of the stations is re
graduate from GVSC. Majors could sponsive to the students and faculty
of Grand Valley State Colleges,
be more highly stressed.”
Another section of the report ex especially in programming and in
amined methods for improving struction.”
Amendments by the student and
Grand Valley’s overall public image
faculty
governance groups added
(described in the report as "far too
“extra-curricular
activities and crea
fragmented”).
The report recommended that tive expression” to the areas in which
GVSC “identify, expand and pro- the stations should be responsive.
In addition, the Student Senate
amended
another section with the
continued page 7
by Susan Collins

(AACBC) after amending it slightly.
This committee would review and re"ise the student run radio station,
WSRX, and Grand Valley public tel
evision station, WGVC.
The AACBC proposal must now
be approved by the Board of Con
trol. The Board is scheduled to meet
Oct. 3.
Discussion of the Lanthorn debt
and WSRX funding were tabled until
a special meeting. The meeting is
slated for Sept 29 at 4 p m. in the
Laurel Room.

Broadcast Panel Approved

Committee Identifies Enrollment Issues
Grand Valley’s all-colleges Enroll
ment Committee published a wideranging report this summer dealing
with such issues as improving the in
stitution’s relationship with the
public, upgrading student recruit
ment efforts, increasing community
outreach activities (including estab
lishment of a permanent downtown
center), and the more systematic
corrdination of curriculum planning
and course offerings.
According to the report, the com
mittee’s primary goal was to “stabi
lize enrollment at GVSC by the fall
of 1980.’’ It was empowered by the
president both to make policy re
commendations and to take specific
action where necessary. The gioup
met
regularly throughout the
1979-80 academic year.
The committee's 69-pagc report
outlines a senes of what arc termed
“critical issues” currently affecting
Grand Valley enrollment.

A major section of the report
deals with Grand Valley’s cluster
college system and raises questions
concerning the institution’s organ
izational structure as this relates to
recruitment and enrollment.
Over the course of the year, the
report states, the Enrollment Com
mittee members became concerned
about the number of times that
GVSC’s federated system was a
factor in problems encountered in
enrollment.
The report cited problems with
Grand Valley’s public image, student
advising, registration, and tansferring
of credits, declaring that difficulty in
each of these areas has been com
pounded by the multi-colleges sys
tem.
The report predicted that “there
will be little room in the next decade
for confusion in academic program
ming and services, or for lack of costconsciousness in utilization of re

sources.
The report suggested that “the
nature of the federation of colleges
could be somewhat altered during
the coming years to accommodate
changes in the historical direction of
higher education.’ Further, the re
port recommended that “the de
centralization that has characterized
GVSC’s past, both academically and
administratively, should be revised
and in some cases changed.”
The committee also recommended
the use of college-wide admissions
standards and the establishment of a
“ ‘university college’ which would be
the liberal arts ‘bedrock’ for all en
tering students. The (admissions) re
quirements would be the same for all
federated units and there would exist
total clarification of internal and ex
ternal transfer of credits.”
The report also suggested that,
assuming such a structure, "students
would not have to graduate from a

Students Suffer Housing Shortage
by Michael Arkush
(CPS)-The Saturday ritual of foot
ball games. Frats and sororities
courting the new kids on campus.
Having to wait in line for hours to
register. And not enough space in
the dorms for new students.
Question: Which one of these
facets of university life is only a
recent phenomenon, yet threat
ens to become as familiar as the
annual homecoming weekends?
Answer-. The Housing Crunch.
Bom in the late 70's, this infant
has provoked temporary chaos on
schools across the country. From
Maine to Arizona, dorms are full,
leaving the unlucky cramped into
either converted study lounges,
doubles changed to triples, or even
motel rooms. In some cases, the in
convenience lasts for only a few
weeks. In other schools, it takes
months to cure the problem.
• At the University of Okla
homa in Norman, between 100 and
125 freshman received notices that
they would be triples up in rooms
normally inhabited by just two stu
dents. Others are shacking up with
resident advisors who are usually
privileged to singles.
* Students at the University of
New Mexico in Albuquerque are
living in rooms previously reserved
for studyiiy. Cots have been moved
though that is

only expected to last several weeks.
Those who arc now living in triples
originally designed for two students
were given a letter when they arriv
ed on campus which stated, “It
may be necessary to maintain this
triple room status for the remainder
of the fall semester and perhaps for
the entire academic year.”
* Texas A&M housing officers
over-booked student housing a a
rate of 300 percent higher than last
year, leaving 600 students tempor
arily being stuffed into study carr
els or overcrowded rooms.

And the list goes on and on.
The reason is that “university
administrators have been unwilling
to create more open housing for the
students, since they know it won’t
pay off in a few years,” says Dan
Hellenbeck, housing director at the
University of Georgia.
“If they were to construct more
dorms, it would be financial suicide
because the anticipated enrollment
dropoff is scheduled for any year
now.
Once that happens, the
continued page 7

M an Gets Jail fo r Dorm Fire
David C. Lanham, an 18-year-old
West Bloomfield resident, has been
sentenced to six months in the Ot
tawa County jail and two years pro
bation in connection with a November 1979 Grand Valley dormitory
Lanham was sentenced in
fire.
Ottawa County District Court last
Sept. 15.
The former Grand Valley student
had previously pleaded guilty to
preparing to bum property valued
at over S50, a charge which carries
a maximum sentence of four years
in prison and/or a $2,000 fine.
Lanham was enrolled as a freshman
at Grand Valley during the fall term

last year when the arson occurred,
but he did not return for classes
after the Christmas break. He was a
resident on the second floor of
Kistler House, where the fire took
place.
There were no serious injuries in the
fire, which caused the evacution of
about 400 students from the resi
dence hall at 4 a.m. on Nov. 17. The
blaze was confined to a second floor
lounge. The fire gutted the lounge
and caused extensive smoke damage
to the building. Total damages amounted to more than $50,000.
Since the fire, caspes pcEce have
doubled their patrols.

same words. “Extra-curricular act
ivities and creative expression" arc
among the qualities the radio station
should retain, along with “that func
tion of WSRX FM which provides for
the training of students in radio and
communication techniques through
work on its staff and academic inter
nships through the appropriate units
of the colleges. ”
“To assure the fulfillment of this
goal," the guidelines continue, “all
plans for the development of radio at
GVSC shall be submitted to the
AACBC for its recommendations.”
The guidelines must be approved
by the Board of Control.
This committee was formed
last spring following the abrupt can
cellation of a program on WGVC,
and subsequent protests by several
professors.
Then, when college administrators
decided to move the student radio
station administratively within the
college, the professors and some
students protested and the Board
decided to institute the AACBC to
provide academic review of Grand
Valley’s broadcast outlets.

Tax Cut Plans Dominate State Slate
Editor's note: This is the first in a series o f art
icles about the tax cut proposals on the November
ballot in Michigan.

While the proposal has many tax-weary sup
porters, it has also met widespread opposition
throughout the state.

by Susan Collins
Across the country taxpayers are talking cut
ting taxes.
In Michigan, three property tax slashing pro
posals will appear on the ballot Nov. 4 and any
of them, if passed, would make a lasting impres
sion on the state government and the services it
supplies- including the operation of state colleges.
Two of them, the Smith-Bullard proposal and
the so called "governor’s plan”, would reduce pro
perty taxes, while replacing much of the lost tax
revenue with other types of taxes.
A third, The Tisch proposal, (or Proposal D as
it will appear on the ballot) is considered to be the
most extreme of all the tax plans.
The tax plan promoted by Robert Tisch, the
Shiawasse County Drain Commissioner, would re
duce property taxes by $2 billion.
In order to achieve this goal, Tisch proposes
that property values be rolled back to 1978 level*
and property tax assessment be reduced by halffrom 50% to 25%.
The proposal also calls for a 2% limit on annual
increases in home and property values.
The Tisch proposal would further reduce pro
perty assessments for homeowners earning be.
r ennn
nnn ...Viil-. rntnnlcrrlv ex
empting persons with income under $5,000.
Senior citizens would pay no school millage.
The tax plan prohibits any new taxes or fees
from being imposed on homesteads. It also in
cludes a clause which prohibits the legislature
from imposing new taxes or increasing tax rates
(including fees, licenses, permits, tuitions, etc.)
without approval of at least 60% of people voting
in the next statewide election.
The proposal also provides that the state gover
nment shall reimburse the local units for any lost
revenues due to the property tax reducarions.
Plus, it guarantees school districts the continuation
o f the current dollars appropriated per student.
According to several analysis, including one by
the state office of Budget and Management, the
Tisch proposal would mean about a 57% reduction
in the state services provided now.

i

Its critics fear that all state operations will be
devastated by such a drastic cut in revenues part
icularly during Michigan’s current financial crisis.
The state’s $10.3 billion budget includes $2.5
billion in federal aid that already has been al
located. It also consists of $3.3 billion designated
to return to local units because of the Hcadlec
amendment passed in 1978.
Moreover, there is $1 billion which is constitu
tionally set aside for debt, pensions, and trans
portation.
The bottom line, according to the state, is that
$3.5 billion is available to be cut from the budget.
Subtracting the $2 biilion lost in property tax,
$1.5 billion is left to provide for state services:
socivl services, mental and public health, higher
education, state police, natural resources, correc
tion, judiciary, and other services.
A study prepared by the Public Sector Con
sultants of East Lansing predicts an estimated loss
of 40,000 government jobs and 40,000 to 80,000
private secton jobs in Michigan.
The study, based on an across-the-board cut of
50% for each department, projects if die Tisch
plan is approved:
(1) ten of the state’s 29 community colleges
could not survive;
(2) six of the thirteen 4-year colleges srd uniities would close and the remaining would
rbudget cuts of approximately 25%;
(I) fifteen of the state's 54 private colleges
woald close;
(4) state mental institutions would be closed
eacept housing the criminally insane.
The study, also cites many other repcrcusrions
o f the Tisch plan.
continued page 7
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Lanthorn Editorials
What Do You Think?

Don't Miss Your Chance
It seems futile. Once they get in office they obey the people and
corporations which bankrolled their campaigns. Presidential politics are
overrated since the President can’t really do anything ihai Congress arid
their banksmen won’t allow.

LANTHORN L t t l t n to tti« adttor mutt include tlg n ttu rt, addroat and phone
number of the writer. The addreee and phone number w ill not be printed. The
writer’s name may be withheld on request but publication of anonymous letters It
not encouraged. Letters which are legible and under 300 words are most likely to be
printed. Aii are subiect to careful condensation. THE LANTHORN reserves the
right to reject any letter.

Sometimes it seems best to join the majority of Americans in not
voting at all, in order to issue a symbolic, if impotent, “no” vote to the
whole system.
But even among the Tweedledums and Twcedlcdees the major part
ies put on the ballot, there arc differences that affect us in our daily
lives: in the amount of money wc have to pay in taxes, in the way that
money is spent, and in the probability of war.
Also, in Michigan, voters face serious questions how much they will
Ire taxed for property-and how much money the state will have to
spend subsequently on things like welfare, social services, and higher ed
ucation.
This last category has a special impact on every student, professor,
secretary, and janitor at Grand Valley. College administrators are cur
rently making the rounds telling everyone who will listen about the de
vastating effects the Tisch tax cut amendment would have on this in
stitution. While these administrators won’t say it publicly, persons in
the state legislature will: Grand Valley could be among the colleges
the state would close if Tisch passes and state revenues are severely
curtailed.

more advanced.comprehcnsive,pre
ventive and wholistic health servi
ces.
While planning such a network
wc have already begun and will con
tinue with projects such as the foll
owing:
-working to improve nutrition
opportunities
-conducting
a
community
health status survey
- compiling a health resource al
manac and library
-offering lectures and work
shops
- developing a direct-access com
puter program for personal life
style and nutrition profiles
These and other projects are
opportunities for health interaction
between individuals and depart
ments here at G.V.S.C.. We hope
you will not only use the infor
mation and ideas which wc
but join us in developing them.
The outcome can only be bene
ficial to all.
We can be contacted through the
offices at the student senate and
look forward to hearing from you.
Thomas Wertz
The College Health Ad
vocacy Committee

At the very least, this college would shrink drastically while tuition
skyrocketed like it never has before.
Another less dramatic, but still significant, ballot proposal in Mich
igan would lower the drinking age to 19.
Also Allendale voters will be given the opportunity to allow the sale
of liquor by the glass at area restaurants.
All of these ballot proposals have impact on the daily lives of voters,
especially students. We urge you to register to vote before the Oct. 6
deadline.
Ballot boxe:, embody the power that American citizens have. These
boxes appear only once every year or so. Don’t miss your chance.

Editor,
Editor,

Finally, who is the “they” that is
“ripping off” the riders (not only
I refer to your HISTRIONIC editor students)? Is it GVSC (that allocated
ial, front page story and various re a $28,000.00 subsidy)? is GRATA
flections on the increase in bus fares. getting rich from the Grano' Valley
Or is "they” the forever
First, your calculations are out of run?
order. A rate hike from 3 5 cents to nameless group that is the cause of
75 cents represents an increase of all of our problems?
114% and not 214%. You will ob
serve, using a calculator, that I
Howard Stein
have just saved you 100% at a stroke.

S t e m Verbuiy

Devid A.
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M any Driver
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ART DIRECTOR
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The Lanthorn is the weekly (bi-weeldy in summer)
student publication o f the Grand Valley State Colleges.
Editorials are the opinions o f the writers on The
L antbom 's staff and do not necessarily represent the
official policies o f the Colleges. The Lanthorn is funded
in part by the Student Senate.

An Opportunity

Many of you may believe that the
academic courses of greatest conse
quence at Grand Valley are those
which purport to train students for a
Editor,
specific occupation. There are those
who tell you that the paramount col
This letter is to introduce a new
legiate mission is to equip under
student organization at Grand Valley graduates with certifiable skills so
State
Colleges;
the
College
that they might successfully complete
Health Advocacy Committee.
in the job market.
With initial funding from the
Few would deny that in these
student senate, we founded CHAC
times this is a worthy goal. It must
in the Spring of 1980 to research
not, however, be allowed to stand
and provide information to the col
alone as the entire purpose of higher
lege community which would
education. Such a state of affairs
heighten awareness of the ideas
would be a betrayal of centuries of
and skills that can help people live
university development.
Colleges
toward their greatest health potent
such as Grand Valley State must re
ials.
main a free citadel for the pursuit of
A recent Surgeon General’s re
Yours
truth, understanding and humane
Gordon J. Gunn port on health promotion and di
learning.
sease prevention (Health People,
The study you are about to begin
(Editor’s note
The increase is, as 1979) regards the American life
is in the tradition of university ed
Mr. Gunn states, a 114% increase. We style as being a major factor in
ucation. It deals with the history of
regret our error in computation.) areas where health is deteriorating,
the people of the United States. It
smoking , misuse of alcohol and
will only trangentially prepare one
other drugs, poor eating and ex
for a vocation. For example, this
ercise habits and inability to deal
course will assist a person in sharp
with stress were all recognized as in
ening his/her writing, reading and
hibitors of good health.
speaking skills; all valuable abilities
Editor,
The Surgeon General’s report
in the work day world. As import
makes special mention of high
ant as those skills are, the course’s
The handling of the bus fare issue school.' and colleges as being espec
greatest potential contribution to a
in the
September 11, 1980 ially responsible for encouraging
student’s life does not lie in this dir
Lanthorn
deserves
comment. health maintainance by providing
ection.
To be of service to readers, your fkills and and information and fur
coverage should have reported that ther remarks that these needs are
purchase of tickets from the bos noi ucuig met.
drivers (currently 10 for $3.00) cuts
Responsibility for well-being falls
costs to 65 cents per ride (2 tickets equally on the individual and
plus a nickel are accepted as 75 the community in which he or she
cents). Stating that GRATA is rais lives, and the enhancement of well
ing its fare on October 6 to 50 cents being and prevention of disease,
for its other routes puts the Grand rather than the curing of illness af
Valley fare in some perspective. ter it occurs, should occupy the
AfteT that date rickets will cost 41.7 greater portion of our rime and en
cents (12 for $5.00), making the net ergies.
fere to GVSC 66.7 cents (one ticket
In the coming years, CHAC will
plus a quarter).
serve the college community as
Regarding driving for less, most health advocates by working with
people underestimate the costs of others to effectively provide relia
operating a car. A ten-mile ride (e.g., ble information which, we hope,
Cove!! Rd. to GVSC) at 20 miles pet people will use to improve their
gallon used half a gallon of gasoline, lifestyles and health habits, and
which costs about 65 cents. But consequently their performance in
ocher costs (wear and tear, tires, etc.) school and career.
are hidden. The bus is leu expensive
Eventually we would like to see
or equal in cost for people established at Grand Villey a well
commuting from east of Standale. ness resource network based on
Further,
Lenny
the
Rat’s models in existence »t ocher colle
for cheating reveal ges and universities. Such organ
It doesn't occur izations have proven vastly effective
.to Lenny that honesty may be mote in college and other community
i ti
valuable than the pennies —---saved
contexts by incorporating and angWhy
isn’t
the
as well
advocating carpoobng?
to
Secondly there appears to be a
question as to why Grand Rapids stu
dents are subsidized by the Colleges
and by the State. This is nothing but
discrimination against students living
outside the Grand Rapids city limits
(whose families aisv, pay State tax).
I suggest that you accept the in
creases as an economic reality, en
courage car and van pooling and
press for an unsubsidized shuttle-bus
service covering the whole area. If
you are still then campaigning, ask
the Colleges to sue the $28,000 grant
to provide better education-which is,
after all, the primary purpose of the
Colleges.

T h e Lanthorn

This Fall term I distributed the
following open letter to my students
in American History. I would like to
share my pica for a strong liberal arts
curriculum at GVSC with the readership of the Lanthorn:

This course will offer intellectual
freedom. Most people most of the
time have their values, beliefs, and
resulting behavior molded in an un
conscious manner by the social,
political, and economic forces
around them.
If you had been born in Iran, for
example, your perspective might be
very different on the American host
age issue than it no doubt is. To be
influenced in an unthinking way by
the social milieu makes a person a
hostage to the currents and eddies of
the immediate environment.
When a person is able to percieve alternatives and make choices
between them, intellectual freedom
is achieved. By making such choices
a person is creating an authentic
self. The decision may even be to
continue as before but now one has
freely chosen that course of life de
velopment.
This course will demonstrate how
people in different times and space
interacted with the social forces
around them. It will analyze the
character of such forces as industrial
ization, immigration, urbanization,
racism, secularization, moderniza
tion. In addition it will examine the
people of various racial and ethnic
background who by interacting and
shaping these forces in the past creat
ed our modern society. The resuling institutions and life patterns now
influence our lives. How we inter
act and shape these forces will deter
mine not only who we arc but also
what we will become.
The freedom to become is the op
portunity this course and other lib
eral arts courses will offer you.
Prof. Anthony Travis
History Dept.
Editors,
It was with considerable dismay
that 1 read about the cancellation of
the Blues and Jazz Festival.
The Blues and Jazz Fest is what I
consider the most unique and worth
while event sponsored by the
college.
When a beaurocrat who is seemingly
currying favor with the administrat
ion while under the guise of serving
the students arbitrarily cancels an
event of such import it’s rime for
the students to let their voices be
heard and their feelings known.
I would further propose that Mr.
Browns position of Student Activ
ities Director be a student position,
separate from the administration,
and voted upon by the students
themselves.
In this writers humble opinion
the money used for Mr. Browns sal
ary would be put to a better use by
sponsoring and subsidizing films,
performances and by bringing visiting
artists to our campus for the benefit
of all students.
Sincerely,
Patrick McLaughlin
P.S.
Congratulations on a well
written unbiased story on the can
cellation.
Thank you for printing this letter.
A GV Student
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New Life for Ron, Bonzo

Reagan (Film) Stock Flying High
(CPS) HiJ films were never box off
ice blockbusters. They're not even
included in most film directories and
encyclopedias.
But now, almost two decades since
he retired from feature films, Ronald
Reagan movies arc in high demand
among universities and private indi
viduals who rent films.
Several booking agencies report
being flooded with rental requests

since Reagan was assured ot the Re
publican nomination for president.
They report that most of Reagan's
films arc all booked up through the
middle of November.
"We've had so many calls on it
that it's |,ccn just amazing," reports
leslic Scamahom, a marketing repre
sentativc at Universal Studios in
Hollywood.
Scamahom says her company gets

many of the calls because it owns
"Bedtime for Bonzo”, a 1951 film in
which Reagan co-stars with a chimp
anzee.
"That's the one everybody wants.
It's the one they (students and
others) like to make fun of," she
adds.
Many booking agents believe mak
ing fun of the candidate is the main
reason for the large increase in rental

requests Screening a Ronald Reagan
film, Scamahom sayt, seems to be
the hottest idea for certain
entertainment.
"People just want to use the films
at a party or any kind of social gath
ering. They can't believe this could
I* our next president", she says.
Bee Herman, a sales representa
tive at Audio Brandon Films, Inc. of
Mount Vernon, N.Y., is also surpris
ed by the interest in Reagan films
from the campuses she helps service.
Just after receiving another in
quiry from an Oregon school, she no
ted, "1 have worked here for 14 years
and never once received a call for any
of Reagan's old films. Now hardly a
day goes by when someone docsn't
call about Reagan."

BOTANY BUFF LENNY the Rat discovered this illegal herb grow
ing outside the Campus Center. "This must stop," he muttered as he
removed the sprout from state property in a non descript clay pot
(photo by John S. Wanat).

Labor Department Audits Berkeley

Federal Loan Rates Likely to Rise
U.S. Senate and Mouse of Repre
sentatives negotiators agreed to raiseinterest rates on student guaranteed
loans to 9 percent as part of a new
compromise package of aid to stu
dents and institutions of higher
education.
The current interest
rate is 7 percent.
The Mouse is expected to act on the
compromise later this week, while
the Senate will take action next
week. The $48.4 billion bill would
then go to the White House for Pres
ident Carter's signature.
At issue in the new round of ne
gotiations was the Senate's insistence

that spending for student aid in the gram should not be raised. The loan
school year be substantially trimmed. programs arc not based on financial
An carilicr compromise set a figure need and I feel the students who
of 8 percent but the current issue really need aide should be taken care
will be a rise from 7 to 9 percent for of first."
The two percent increase will add
new borrowers.
House members at first were reluc $20 interest a year to students who
tant to accept the 9 percent figure, borrow. “ ITiat is a yearly interest,
but agreed that if the interest rate on reports l+idsma, "9 percent is still
Treasury bills, or short-term Govern attractive."
This year $1 million in loans went
ment securities falls to 9 percent, the
out to GVSC students. Kridsma says
student rate will be 8 percent.
Grand Valley’s Director of Finan that he doubts the increase will have
cial Aide, Kenneth Fridsma com an effect on the amount of students
mented "My feeling is that interest applying for the loans.
“The amount of loans given has
rates for the government loan prorisen so high that it begins to take
away from others that arc in finan
cial need. Anything that the govern
ment can do, I support whole hcartediy," FVidsma said.
The House and Senate conferees
But since January, the National also agreed to scale down various
Institutes of Health have liberalized other parts of the higher education
cloning restrictions.
The ban on bill by a total of about $1.4 billion
semliki vims was lifted in the pro over the next five years. They also
agreed to a new mechanism whereby
cess.
“That's the ironic part of all this,” national direct student loan collec
says Dr. William Gartland, director of tion in any given year would revert
Mill's Office of Recombinant DNA. to the Treasury if the Secretary of
"But since it was against the guide Education borrows $1 billion for
lines when he did it, then he would student loans from the Federal Fi
nancing Bank.
have to face the penalties."
Chief Senate negotiator, Claiborne
Dr. Gartland says the biologists
could be permanently cut off from Pell, Democrat of Rhode Island, said
NIH research subsidies. But Gartland he was hopeful that the Senate
said the penalty probably wouldn't would accept the new compromise
be that harsh, in light of the virus’ next week. Being rejected once, it
will be the "last crack” at it this
new legal status.
year.
The committee will make its deci
In order to win Senate approval,
sion on the Kennedy case next the conferees would have to trim at
month. Among its options is a mora least $50 million in spending for the
torium on NIH grants to UCSD.
next Fiscal year.

BERKELEY, CA (CPS)
The Uni
versity of California-Bcrkclcy may be
about to become the first college cut
off from federal contracts because of
failure to comply with civil rights
laws.
The U.S. Dept, of Labor wants
the university to give it the school's
employment records, to be used in
the government’s investigation into
charges that Berkeley has not comp
lied with laws requiring it to begin
affirmative action hiring programs
for minorities and women.
Berkeley has refused to submit
the employment records, claiming
they include confidential evaluations
that could hurt the named indivi
duals if made public.
I. Michael llcyman, Berkeley’s
chancellor, says those records could
be made public if someone made a
request for them under the Freedom
of Information Act.
Donald Elisberg, assistant sec
retary of Labor, announced last week

that Berkeley's refusal means it will
lose some $25 million in federal re
search contracts, and will be inclig
ible for contracts in the future. But
he added the university can keep the
contracts if it decides to deliver the
employment records by October 1.
Heyman's office told College Press
Service the university will instead ask
a federal court for an injunction
against the federal cut-off, at least
until hearings can be held.
A spokesman for the university
added the school will bring the re
cords to Washington, D.C. for inspec
tion, but won’t leave them there.
But the records, according to de

AIRLINES
Major airlines are now hiring for the following
opportunities:
Flight Attendants
Ticket Agents
Ramp & Baggage Personnel
Customer Service
Reservations Agents
Clerical Positions

Biologist Quits over Clones
SAN DIEGO, CG (CPS)- In the first
test of federal guidelines governing
highly-controversial university DNA
experiments, a University of California-San Diego biologist has resigned
his academic position.
Ian Kennedy allegedly cloned a
virus that was banned by federal en
vironmental guidelines.
Kennedy
quit last week, some nine months
after supposedly cloning something
called the "semliki forest virus." He
cited “irreconciablc differences”
with university officials who were in
vestigating the charges against him.
He denied any wrongdoing, saying
his leaving was necessary "in light of
certain things 1 want to do in
science.”
DNA experiments themselves have
long been the object of furor. Op
ponents worry that the risks of
creating hazardous new life forms are
high, and that the moral ambiguities
of creating and perhaps selling life
forms are legally impossible.
Scientists, while disagreeing about
the safety of the research, have ceded
to federal guidelines for recombinant
DNA experiments as a means of
quieting objections to the experi
ments.
The federal government, more
over, funds most of the DNA re
search.
The government’s National Insti
tutes of Health (NIH) guidelines for
bade the cloning of semliki forest
virus until questions about its safety
could be answered.
Last January, however, four
UCSD graduate students reported
that Kennedy was cloning the ban
ned virus. The university's Biosafety
Committee ordered the cloning stop
ped, and confiscated the material.
The committee has since hypothe
sised that "either Dr. Kennedy had
known the source and identity of the
material used to clone DNA copies of
the semliki forest virus, or Dr.
Kennedy, due to poor record keeping
or lapse of memory, cloned the virus
by mistake.”
In its report, released in early
September, the committee ordered
Kennedy not to perform any more
f i l ing “until the situation is tesoV
ed."

partment lawyer Garin Clauss, arc for
a criminal investigation, and would
be immune to Freedom of Informa
tion Act requests.
In preparation of awarding a con
tract to Berkeley in 1978, the Navy
asked the Labor Dept, to review the
university's compliance with federal
affirmative action regulations. The
review is required by law. But the
university refused to hand over some
of the documents the government
deemed it needed for its investiga
tion.
The records arc “central and
crucial to our investigation. That's
why we want them,” Clauss told
Higher education Daily.

Individuals interested in applying with these airlines
companies must be career oriented, have a public rela
tions personality, be willing to travel if required, and be
in good health. For further information on h o w to im
mediately apply directly with these major airlines com
panies, write to:

TRAVELEX, INC.
ATTEN: AIRLINES APPLICATION INFORMATION
3865

SOUTH WASATCH BLVD. SUITE 101
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 8 4 1 0 9

919 E. Grand River
East Lansing, Ml
48823
(5 1 7 ) 332-2539

Please indicate briefly your background, what air
lines position(s) you are interested in applying for and
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope so that you
may receive further information as to what steps to take
so that possible interviews might be arranged by these
airlines.
ALL major airlines companies are EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYERS.

ATTENTION
Detroit
Free
Press
Readers
Home delivery to this area has been discontinued
Please call 452-6095 if any questions
concerning last year’s home delivery.

To reserve your current clean copy of
the Free Press EVERY DAY, contact
any of the following Free Press dealers:
ON OR NEAR CAMPUS

Local B oy M akes Good
M. D U N G N OW runt th« All-N igh t Idiot Show on
W L A V - F M . Dung gats n o n natty callt than aver at
50,000 watts. Dung askad that we not show his face in
the paper. Mora fun on pago four (photo by John S.
Wanat).

Campus Bookstore (M on.-Fri.)
Laker Landing (M on.-Fri.)
G V L Party Store I (7 days)
G V L Party Store 11 (M on.-Sat.)
A llendale Piersma Pharmacy (M o a -S a L )

OTHER AREAS
B utter Wagon ResL/Standale (M on.-S at.)
Creagan Drugs/Standale (7 days)

RACKS LOCATED AT
M SI Gas S tation/S tandale
M eijer/Standale
Kroger/Standale
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‘Second

ytiC Was Ready For Anything,Even G

’

by Darlene Johnson

FROM BACKSTAGE CLOWNING (above) to conducting a sym
phony or social criticisms (below), not even the art o f grade plead
ing (far right) was sacred (photos by Bob Stofer).

la

In 1977, writer/comcdian/funnyman Mel Brooks perfected the art of
spoofing by reviving the obsolete
genre of the sdent film, modernized
the sight gags and created the classic
“Silent Movie".
As generational gaps arc reinforc
cd by artistic ignorance, we laughed,
ytt in our lacking of prior know
ledge of the roots or the original
form being satirized, the true corned
ic value was overlooked
So it is also, one might believe,
the fate of Second City, the Chicago
based comedy nursery which has
weaned such talented offspring as
Anne Mcara, Godfrey Cambridge,

Joan Rivers, and of late, John
Belushi, Gilda Radner, and Robin
Williams.
The touring company, named
"The Best of Second City", perform
cd last Saturday night before a
packed house, predominantly young
enough to believe that the synidcated
“Second City TV” show (a take off
of the antics of a second rate tele
vision station) is a plaugerism of the
proceeding “Saturday Night Live ’.
As the night wore on, however, it
became increasingly apparent who
was the chicken and who was the egg
as many of the skits featured charact
ers similar to many of those typecast
by the SNL gang.
In one skit, a nightclub singer’s
off-key and convulsive spasms to the
arrogant “It Was Your Fault" recall
ed the impersonation ciichcd by Bill
Murray. An Emily Litclla-ish maid
arose during a PTA discussion of sex
education in the public schools, after
tiring of “holding my piece for a long
time”.
However, much of the comedy
stood on it’s own feet as individual
ized lunacy looking inside a fallop
ian tube, the approach of a sperm to
a somewhat hesitant ovum ("A mil
lion dead out there and you don't
even care!”) successfully violates the
norm of comedy without crossing in
to the offensive or complex sides of
humor a la Monty Python.
The groups’ frequent incorporat
ion of local controversy into the acts
was a far and refreshing cry from the
standard fare of gee it's great-in town

local jokes. During the memorable
Symphony of Social Criticisms, a
player addressing campus concerts re
marked that “the only place you
could have a concert was that Big
Tit and now it's flat”.
Company member Mike Haggerty
elaborated on the group's comedic
style. "It's hard to say if we have a
trademark, our humor is so diverse
We just try to be funny without
being obscene.
“The company's
writers, composed of past and pres
ent members of SC, also strive to
keep the material up to date with so
ciety and the audience, although a
few standards, such as the PTA skit,
are used continuously
Another vital key to the success
of the group is it’s creative
the ability to work well as a whole,
yet retaining the right amount of in
dividuality among the members to
avoid being upstaged. The present

group of Haggerty, Jim Fay, Sandra
Bogen, John Kapclos, Bob Clemens,
Maureen McCarthy, and pianist Ruby
Streak, have been together on the
road for two years. Members are of
ten exchanged between the Toronto
and Chicago companies, however,
docs the rhythm suffer?
“Sure, you get sentimental” John
Kappclos answered, ‘sooner or later,
you'll work with everybody, some
groups click more than others, but
that’s how it works. You move on or
move out".
Reviewing Second City’s impress
ive alumni list, and after seeing them
in concert, one can’t help but to
wonder what rigerous standards must
be met to become a part of a touring
company such as “ The Best of
Second City".
Kappclos answered with a smile,
“About ten thousand bucks. We
take bribes".

v dj Teiis a ii Conversations With M . Dung- Part One

by Steve Aldrich
Mike Slavko began his profes
sional career in radio just over a
year ago at WLAV-AM, a Grand
Rapids “adult contemporary”station, where he worked until its
recent mutation into a talk format
station.
Slavko, a 1980 graduate of
Ihomas Jefferson College, gained
experience in radio through working
four years at WSRX-FM, where, as
"M. Dung”, he created some of the
most original radio programming
heard on any station. The Celebral
Comedy of Existential Despair The
ater;
the
experimentation
of
Anthony’s Good Radio; the live,
on-the-air theater of Not Right
Playhouse (directed and almost en
tirely written by Dung); not to men
tion his “regular” DJ shows have
amazed and delighted listeners. Yet,
at the same time, he aroused the
wrath of numerous educators and
administrators, not to mention the
hapless victims of his oral assaults.
Then one night this past August,
the impossible happened. M. Dung
was turned loose over the airwaves
of West Michigan’s album-rock icon,
the 50,000 watt WLAV-FM. His

initial two-hour spots have been
expanded to midnight to six a.m.
on Monday mornings, and he re
cently “took over" ’LAV on the
Friday night of Labor Day weekend.
This, then, is not just another of
the numerous cases of a Grand
Valley graduate’s success in media.
I his is a very special case, where
Slavko/Dung has been put in the
position of almost certainly being
the only disc jockey on a major
radio station in this market with
total freedom on the airwaves.
Rather than try to explain Dung
myself, I decided to let him do the
explaining. We talked recently for
a couple of hours about his past
at ’SRX, the present at 'LAV, and
about music anti radio in general.
It didn’t take much to get Dung to
open up on these subjects. He didn’t
even let me finish my first ques
tion . . .
S.A.: What was the first thing . ..
D.: I didn’t come to Grand Valley
expecting to work at 'SRX. I met
Lee Harris who used to be Program
Director at ’SRX. lie was living on
the same floor of the dorm, and we
became friends. He was really, really
into radio and still is. We came up

with the idea of The Existential S.A.;
How many times did you and then Will Urban fired me, and sometimes it’s not very good.
Despair Theater. At the time, 'SRX get fired from 'SRX?
John Keating fired me , . . (long
had no comedy show and Tim Steele, D.: Well . . . there was a point when pause) It was fun. I learned a lot.
TO BE CONTINUED NEXT
who now works at 'LAV, was Pro Lee wouldn’t let me on the air. I got That’s the whole thing at 'SRX; you
IS SU E...
gram Director and asked if anyone more or less fired by Dale Woodbeck, learn a lot about people . . . and
wanted to do it, and Lee of course
wanted to do it, but he didn’t want
to do it- riigghht! lie wanted to do
something different, so I helped him.
S.A.: When did Despair finally hit
the air? Was that the first thing you
did on the radio?
D.: Yes. It started in either the
winter or spring of '76, and it lasted
until April of ’77. We just got sick
of it. The last Despair is actually the
birth of Anthony’s Good Radio.
S.A.: What was the difference be
tween Despair and Anthony?
I).: In Despair, Lee and I were kinda
perfectionists sometimes, and we
were always striving to make the
‘perfect’ show. But in Anthony, we
were so sick of 'SRX and all the peo
ple there, we just said to hell with it.
Anthony was just sort of a reaction.
S.A.: At the same time there was
also your “regular” radio shows,
The Radio Wardrobe, and The Big
fop . . .
I).: . . . and Ekim Okvals’ Surrealist
Show featuring Noises for Your Leg.
M
That was my first show on ’SRX.
, , U C U,
. -----------------r-oioyragnea, plans a set to make his fans feel i t " (photo
by John S. Wanat).

‘BasicEnglish ‘Band: N ot
Taught In CAS
by Kevin Connors

IT WAS HARD TO see the band Baric English throo^i the dancing crowd (photo by Cathie lott).

bands. Thus far the year-old group
has been well received at all engage
This past week Farmer John’s
ments and had particularly good
Pub took a courageous step off the
success at the recent New Wave
path of their time-tested Country
extravaganza at the Great Northern
Rock entertainment to bring the
Music Hall
area a taste of “New Wave” music.
Good things seem to be in line
A four-piece band by the name of
for the band, whose members hail
“Basic English” arc the pioneer
from Grand Rapids and nearby
performers.
With the lead singer
Middleville. They incorporate di
sporting spectacles outfitted with
verse backgrounds in both music
blinking lights, the group set out to
and sound electronics. One is re
win over a new audience. Slightly
minded of the very popular band
resembling an English New Wave
Devo , whom bass player Scott
group in sight and sound, Basic
Farrow says, “had immediate influ
English proved to be one of the
ence on the band’s conceptual
best replicas in Western Michigan.
emphasis. ”
With musical roots stemming from
As you consider the ground they
dding receptions to rock and
have tread on. New Wave bands have
intry, Basic English has plunged
the odds stacked against them in
into an unclaimed musical territory
Grand Rapids. The bar scene has
yet to be explored by many area bar
been saturated with Heavy Metal

Rock, and the already established
sounds o f the Eastown area bars.
There just doesn’t seem to be any
successful bands of the New Wave
repetoire.
The unaltered fact is
that anything “new” and different,
in conservative G.R. area, has about
as much chance of making it as
Nixon has of being elected for a
third term as president.
For Basic English the majority
concensus of the crowd was posi
tive. On the Dick Clark scale of
bar bands, they would rate a strong
82%. Basic English is easy to dance
to and the audience would come
again to see the show.
Basic English, by popular demand,
will appear again this week at Farmer
John’,. Wed.-Sat.. Anyone willing
to “get up and jump” will want to
be in attendance.
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the issue of the day-care situation
including an historical analysis of
political and economic roots of
present social attitudes towards child

W IB To Run Free Films
dates will be posted. Information
can also be obtained in ihc Women’s
Information Bureau, located in the
Student Activities section of the
Campus Center.
One tan also tunc in to WSKX
(Grand Valley’s student-run radio
station) every Thursday from 5 to
7 p.m. for the W.I.B. Radio Show.
People arc welcome to air messages
of events, news items, barter nego
tiations, and announcements pre
:a:nted "in the spirit <«f women".
Messages should be turned in to
W.I.B. at least four days before the
radio show.
W.I.B. also publishes a newsletter
entitled (you guessed it) The
Women's Information Hunan \ew s
letter.
All concerned individuals
arc encouraged to make use of this
medium as it is meant to provide
comtninications for, b\ ami about
women on and off campus. W.I.B.
says that anyone interested in
working on the paper or in doing
the radio show is welcome to do
so and may contact Barb, Jenny, or
Margo at ext. 545

by Maureen Ruddy
When asked "Whal is the Women's
Information Bureau?” the ladies sel
ling caroh fudge and quiche in the
Campus Center replied "W.I.B. is a
resource referral organization for
women on campus and in the com
munity.” Smiling and excited by the
prospect of an interview, they
described the various upcoming ac
tivities of the Women's Information
Bureau.
W.I.B. is planning a film festival
with the purpose of providing "nonsexist programming and an awareness
of women in society” -which is
quite a responsibility.
The film
topics cover everything from women
in prison to narrative fiction making
a poignant statement about mothers,
daughters and sisters.
The film showings will alternate
every other week with Brown Bag
l.unches. The Brown Baggers will
feature speakers knowledgeable in
areas specific to women, providing
information first-hand. The exact
dates and location of these lunch-

RUTH SCHUDSON AND Montgomery Davis presented "84 Charing
Cross Road", a dramatization of a series o f love letters at last
Wedesday's Lunchbreak. The Actors are part of the Milwaukee
Chamber Theatre (photo by Bob Stofer).

care.

“Chris and Bemie"—
a film about single mothers.

‘ Nov. 25—"Comedy in 6 Unnatural
Acts
a dramatic comedy on the stereo
typed images of lesbians.
“ Menses"—

a wry comedy on the disagreeable
aspects of menstruation.

Dates ansi times for free WIB Scries:

What’s Happening

*Dec. 10—“ Daughter Kite"
by Michelle Citron.
A narrative
fiction film about mothers, daugh
ters, and sisters.

“ Nov. 12 — “ Make Out”—
the opressivc experience, from a
women’s point of view, of making
out in a car.
“ Size 10” -

Australian film about four women
who have been living the stereo
typical "size 10” image of women
by men and popular culture all
their lives.

PAPERBACK BOOK
PARADE
SEPT. 25 - OCT. 10

ACADEMIC - LEISURE - SELF HELP
SPORTS - FICTION - NON FICTION

‘ ‘ denotes CC Theatre 1-2 p.m
‘denotes PAC room 151,
1 2 1 : 3 0 p.m .

Geoflicks presents "The Moving Earth”
and "Erosion-Leveling the Land” ,
noon Mon., Sept. 29, and 11 a.m. Wed.,
Oct 1,118 Loutit hall.

Lectures/
Talks

Gayle Schm idt-pianist, w ill be featured
at CFAC-LAT Lunchbreak, Wed,. Oct. 1,
free.

Outdoor Concert— Brian Lee Blues Band
with backup Blue Monday at 6:30 p.m.
Robinson Field (rain or cold location
CC Multi-purpose rm .l. Free, Fri., Sept.
26.

Voyager to the Giant Planets a planet
arean space adventure continues through
Nov. 30 vvith shows at 8 p.m. Thurs#
Sat., and Sun. at 2 30 p.m. Only S1
general, 75 cents students.

Rock and R o ll- lives at the Tip-A-Few
Tavern, Grand Haven: "Storm in'" Thurs.,
Sept. 25; "R iff-R a ff", featuring former
Cabbage-Crik jammers on Mon., Sept. 29,
T ubs., Oct 2 features "Oasis". Call
846-2670 for showtimes.

1st Annual Lake Michigan Surfing
C lin ic — tournament offers a competitive
wave for those interested in the sport.
Sat., Sept. 27 and Oct 4. Pre-registration
(a m utt!) begins at 11 a.m. at Grand
Haven's South Pier. Cash prizes awarded,
along with a free T-shirt, albums, and
dinner for all participants. Call 846-8830
for more info. Sponsored by Tip-A-Few
Tavern, Sun and Surf Wear, and Bowlen's
retailers.

‘Oct. 16—“Inside Women Inside"
experience of women prisoners while
doing time.
Personal testimonies
from inmates at tlie V( Correc
tional Center for Women at Hikers
Island in N.Y.
“The Women's Film"
about the optimism working class
women bring to the common struggle
through their collective spirit.

y / /'/i • v

- '

50% OFF
(SPECIAL SELECTION) -J T *

“ Oct. 29—‘‘Good Day Care: One
Out of Ten"
Canadian documentary . . examines

American Ballet Theatre of New York
four internationally acclaimed soloists will
tie in concert Sunday, Sept. 28 at 3 p.m.,
CFAC-LAT. Advance tickets $6 general,
S3.50 GVSC students and children under
12, available at box office.

o o

CD

CAMPUS

Tha Kids are Allright starring the Who
is the Sunday Nite Movie, 7 p.m., 132
LHH for 50 cents.

Magic -the chiller thriller will be shown
Saturday, Sept. 27, 7 p.m. for a buck
Sponsored by SS Programming

Whet s Happening w-'comes notices of all
campus- or organization spe'’sored parties.
Include sponsor name and number with
info, c/o Arts and Entertainment Editor,
The Lanthorn. All notices subject to
editing.

THE “PARALYZER”

Sunday/Monday football on the big
screen. Sunday afternoon and Monday
nite at 9, CC main lounge, free

IIN 0 R T H T 0 W N
■ PLA IN FIELD -

MILE

YOU CANNOT PURCHASE A SAFER.
STRONGER , MORE EFFECTIVE
TEAR GAS OR CHEMICAL DEVICE.

With this entire Northtown ad—one
. ticket o n ly $ 1.75 (except Fri. ot Sat.)

363-8412.

■S m o k e y and
th e Bandit il

9s' QUAD
29th Str..i

I mp roes ions— by Jan Richardson, featuring
day vessels and drawings at the CC A rt
Gallery, through Oct. 11. Open 10-5 p.m.
Mon-Fri.

Being There -the Academy Award winner
film w ill be shown at the Bijou, Lake
Drive and Wealthy. Consult theatre for
showtimes.

Mel Blanc the voice behind Porky Piq,
Bugs Bunny and other animated faces
will be at Miller Auditorium, Tues., Sept.
30. Contact 383 0933 for ticket info

Buddy Rich and Mai T orm e- the well
noted performers w ith the 15-piece
Buddy Rich Orchestra in concert at
Miller auditorium. Sat., Oct. 4, 8 p.m.
Contact 383-0933 for ticket info.

Saed Coffeehouse-with the music of
local boy David Cisco. Fri., Sept. 26,
11 30 a.m., free.

“ Oct. 1—“ Love it Like a Fool "
a film about Malvina Reynolds . . .
folk singer, musician, activist;
performed and provoked at the age
of 76.

a t 1 SelH in .

□a

With this entire Quad ad-1 ticket
only S I.75 (except F r i . & Sat.)

"

949-4880 _

Sm okey and
th e Bandit II

X A N A D U

D re s s e d

When a Stranger calls

to Kill

BRUBAKER

E

•

Government. Federal, State and Police depts have been contin u 
ously purchasing the “ PARALYZER products for over a decade

•

The PARALYZER has been editorialized on NBC ABC and
CBS television, in major newspapers and national magazines, as
a precision prote ctive instrum ent that w ill instantly stop even a
300 lb man up to twenty minutes including individuals under
the influence of alcohol a n d /o r narcotics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Twice the strength of com petitive aerosol devices
Fast, sim ple easy to use
Causes no perm anent injury to assailant
Performs perfectly in cold or hot weather
Non-Flamm able and Non Lethal
Nozzles and valves w ill not clog
5 (Five) Year Guarantee

INSTANTLY EFFECTIVE!
The “ PARALYZER is manufactured exclusively with m ilitary CS tear
gas, sometimes referred to as super tear gas because of its superior
potency One shot stops your assailant
The effects of CS are astounding CS produces im mediate and
severe burning sensation to the eyes, with copious tears and tem 
porary blindness, coughing, and difficu lty in breathing with tightness
of the chest The eyes close involuntarily, the nose runs and skin
stings *

POCKET UNIT
Model W207
Sample Below Paralyzer & Holster
S12 48

t •f

-■

»
LTV

SAFE!
CS has never been im plicated in any oeath o f man despite re
peated use
To evaluate the effects on the eye CS was dropped in rabbits eyes
Only a tem porary co nju nctivitis resulted w ith no corneal damage
Finally, the response of men over 50 years of age or having m edical
histories of allergies hypeitension, jaundice or hepatitis did not
differ from that of young, healthy v o lu rte e rs *

POCKET UNIT (Model W207)
G ro s s w e ig h t 36 g ra m s net w e ig h t 22 g ra m s A c tiv e in g re d ie n t 2% C S
(O rtr,
• : • .-a im a lo n o n .triie i M riita ry Tear G a s * f i r e s a p p rO A im a te ly
50 s tre a m p a tte rn s h o ts to r a d is ta n c e o* a o o u t 8 fe e t E a s ily e a rn e d m th e
s h ir t p a n ts o r c o a t p o c h e t

PRICE SCHEDULE
Model #(W20 7 ) Pocket Unit
Key Ring Holster tor (W207 )
C i'tn b

9 36
3 12

P a ra ly z e r 4 H o ls te i

12 48

• Ptice includes tax

l

PARALYZER DISTRIBUTING CO.
P O Box 391
Coopersville. Ml 49404

ORDER YOURS TO DAY!
,\F ARE ALSO LOOKING FOR A DISTRIBUTOR IN THIS AREA
F

Located in Standale across from McDonalds

------ N W W W W j W W IW W W d >

you WOULD BE INTERESTED.

PLEASE WRITE
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FROM THE SIDELINES
by Richard Plowden
Among his many writings, poet Langston Hughes wrote one entitled
“A Dream Deferred." /Vross the United States each year there are
many athletes that find the title of this poem, describing a busted bub
ble, holds rclevence.
A major, but highly overlooked, problem in American sports today is
that of the college athlete that puts too much emphasis on Incoming a
professional in his chosen sport and not enough into academics that will
give him job security. This player fails to realize that many factors plat’
a role in who becomes a professional.
In the National Basketball Association (NBA), there are a mere two
hundred and fifty-one players that will begin the 1980-81 season Of
these players, less than ten percent will be rookies, a startling figure
when one considers the hundreds of college seniors playing in programs
across the country.
Football is another example. Grand Valley has had numerous a
mounts of talent flow through it; locker room but, of these players,
only one has been drafted into the professional ranks The rest have
been sent out to pasture.
College is the best place for an athlete to develop his talent the play
er that makes it to the professional level must realize that his career
will probably be over by the time he reaches the age of 35. Not even
one can be a Moses Malone, Dave Parker, or even Billy Sims and de
mand lucrative contracts that will make him financially secure for the
rest of his life.
The college athlete must take it upon himself to look out for himself.
It is the coaches’ job to get the best possible performance from the
athlete. If it takes telling him that if he performs well, he may have a
shot at the pros, then the coach may tell a player that.
If a coach tells a player to wait until the season is over before he
drops a class instead of encouraging the player to put forth a maximum
effort to get a good grade, then at least in the coaches eyes, he is doing
his job, and it is up to the player to do his.
It is a fact that the danger of having professional aspirations may Inn
dcr studies, and no individual should weigh his whole future on some
thing as abstract as a professional career. The number of twenty-twoyear-old athletes that don’t make the pros is much larger than those
twenty-two-year olds that do. The risks are too great and the reasons
range from a freak injury to an over-rated individual.
The fact of the matter is that without higher education, there would
be no intercollegiate athletics. Therefore, the college athlete is a stu
dent first and foremost.

Tennis Squad Wins Big
by Sue Shaub
Grand Valley’s football team isn’t
the only one that knows how to
humilate their opponents. Humiliate
is what the 1980 women’s tennis

team did as they opened their season
against Michigan Tech, Friday, and
then faced Lake Superior, Saturday.
The women smashed their way to
consecutive shut-outs beating both
teams, 9-0, 9-0. In fact, out of 18
sets played, only one of them went
three games.
“We know we’ve improved and
hope to be a conference contender,"
said Coach Don Dickinson. “ I was
pleases! with the teams performance,
especially this early in the season,"
he added.
Playing a number one singles for
G.V. is Kelli Driesinga, a transfer
student from Muskegon Community
College. Driesinga defeated Brenda
Trietch of Mich. Tech 6-2, 6-3, and
cruised to victory by knocking off
Nancy Currie of Lake Superior 6-0,
6-2. Driesinga has some impressive
credentials as she placed 16th in the
J.C. Nationals last year.
"Kelli played very well; she was
consistant with very few errors,"
said Coach Dickinson.
Seated at number two singles
is a returning player, Fatty
Dickinson. Dickinson came back
from a 0-2 deficit to beat her Mich
igan Tech opponent 6-2, 6-2. Against Lake Superior, seated at num
ber three singles she barely worked
up a sweat by defeating Carmela
Eisenbicker 6-0, 6-0.
Another new face around Grand
Valley tennis courts is freshman
Becky Kenny. Kenny played num
ber three singles at Michigan State
Class A High School Championships.
She had no problem with Mich
Tech’s Rochelle Lutton commanding
her to a 6-1, 6-0 win. Against Lake
Superior, the young freshman played
second singles and faced an excellent
player, Cindy Bdongic.
Belongic
was a finalist in last year’s conference
match.
‘T wanted to see how well Becky
would do against a tougher oppo
nent,” said Dickinson.
Kenny didn't provide any disap
pointments, easing through the first
set 6-3 and coming back from a 4-5
deficit to win 7-5.
Freshman Nancy Hack is seated
at number four singles. She formerly
played in the number one spot for
Mona Shores High. Hack played
well defeating Pam Saari of Mich.

Tech 6-4, 6-2, and holding off her
Lake Superior opponent 6-2, 6-4.
Karen Johnson and I.uann Price
both had exceptional matches at
fifth and sixth singles. Both girls de
feated their opponents in straight
sets. Dickinson commented on how
Hack, Price and Driesinga were all
down early in their sets but came
back to win.
Strength also lies within the
womens’ doubles teams.
Driesinga and Dickinson took out
Michigan Tech 6-0, 6-3 while going
three sets with Lake Superior but
ending up victorious 6-3, 4-6, 6-1.
"Overall everyone played well
and looked good,” said Dickinson.
Dickinson feels his toughest
competition is yet to come with the
teams to Leat being Wayne State and
Oakland. The girls will face Northwood Institute Friday, and face a
tough Oakland team Saturday.

Grand Valley Blasts Northeastern Illinois
by Richard Plowden
Grand Valley hit Northeastern
Illinois fast, hard, and continuously
in defeating the Golden Kaglcs 76-0
Saturday.
Called by one spectator the “inept
bowl”, Saturday saw the Grand
Valley-Northeastern Illinois scries
come to an end after six years of
Laker domination.
Grand Valley began their route
early. On the opening kick-off the
Northeastern receiver dropped the
football, and then retrieved it in the
end zone where he was tackled for
a Laker safety, worth two points.
In the scoring category Kerry
Hicks, the number seven running
back, scored three touchdowns.
Hicks was followed by Kurt Johnson,
and Mike Woods with two sixpointers each.
Receiver Rick
Cunningham scored his second
touchdown of the year on a well run
reverse play.
Playing only in the first half.
Quarterback Dave Quinly completed
seven of ten passes for 116 yards
and three touchdowns.

laker records were set for the
number of touchdowns scored in a
single game (11), number of points
scored in a game (76), and the num
ber of total yards penalized (167).

Harkcma added, "We played
crisply early, when the game still
counted. I was most pleased with
the fact that we played a lot of
young players; it is important to get
them into the game.”
Coach Jim Harkcma said, “ I was
Iloldim; a 34-0 lead at halftime,
displeased with the holding penalties. Harkcma got an excellent chance to
Our execution must be sharper when look at his reserves. Playing with
we play teams in our conference.”
three running backs injured, Grand

Valley saw Hicks and Lionel Haskins,
a freshman, doing most of the second
half running chores. Starters Kurt
Johnson and Jim Mccrman still
saw enough action to rush for 92
and 79 yards respectively.
The Lakers travel up North this
weekend to face conference foe
Michigan Tech in Grand Valleys
first league game of the season.
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KERRY HICKS (33), THE Laker's number seven running back scores one of his three touchdowns
against the Golden Eagles (photo by Bob Stofer).

LUNCH

This Week With The Lakers
Thursday, Sept. 25

J.V. Volleyball at Calvin
Varsity Volleyball at Calvin

4 p.m.
4 p.m.

Friday, Sept. 26

Women’s Tennis at Northwood Institute
J.V. Volleyball at Grand Rapids JC

3 p.m.
6 p.m.

Saturday, Sept. 27

Football at Michigan Tech.
Soccer vs NORTHWOOD INSTITUTE
Women’s Tennis at Oakland
Varsity Volleyball at Spring Arbor
Cross Country at Saginaw Invitational

1:30 p.m.
11 a.m.
3 p.m.
‘ 7 p.m.
11 p.m.

Monday, Sept. 29

Field Hockey vs EASTERN MICHIGAN

4 p.m.

Tuesday, Sept. 30

Women’s Tennis vs FERRIS STATE
J.V. Volleyball at Hope with Adrian
Varsity Volleyball at Hope with Adrian

3 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.

Wednesday, Oct. 1

Women’s Tennis vs WAYNE
Field Hockey at Hope
Soccer vs F ERRIS STATE

3 p.m.
4 p.m.
4 p.m.

Have lunch with the football
coaches.
Every Tuscday in the
Hardy Room, downstairs in the
Campus (’enter the Grand Valley
football staff will show films of the
previous Saturday’s game and will
be available for discussion.
Lunch begins at 12 15 p.m. and
food may be purchased at the snack
bar or brown bags are welcome.
Students, faculty, and staff mcml>ers arc encouraged to attend the
weekly film sessions.

TICKETS
All Sports Passes arc available
at the Ficldhouse. For $20.00 a
student trill be admitted to every
(■rand Valiev sponsored athletic
event I his includes reserved seats
for football, volleyball, wrestling,
men’s, and women's basketball.
Staff and Faculty can purchase
general admission Family passes for
$40.00. I he passes arc good for all
members ot the immediate family
and may be purchased in office 98
of the Ficldhouse or call ext. 259.

Lakers 1-i In A Tough Week
by Fred Garret r
Last Thursday squaring off against Northern Michigan Univer
sity at the West YMCA, the Lake
girls won a’hard fought 3 to 2 vic
tory over the Wildcats. Losing the
first game 7-15 the Lakers evened
up the matches a one apiece with
15-9 thrashing in game two. In
game 3 the "inner fiber” of the
Lakers was demonstrated in a 16-14

come behind win. “We had to hold
them at 14 points for 4 or 5 in order
to best them." The Lakers (down
from an obvious emotional high)
lost game four, 9-15 but relieved all
doubts of who the better team was
with a 1 5-7 whipping of the Cats in
the final game. Helen Anschwetz,
the Laker senior star and Diane
Mansfield led the squad with 9
"kills” each. "Generally we played
well” icflectcd Coach Boind.

(photo by C f.

played well” reflected Coach Boand.
The weekend was not a good one
for the Lakers volleyball squad. At
the Michigan Invitational, (held in
Ann Arbor) the Lakers were out of
their league.
Central Michigan
(Defending Division 1 State Champs),
Wayne State (C.LIAC Co-Champs),
and Northern Illinois (a top Division
1 team) were the teams in the
Lakers "Pool."
"We were in the toughest pool,"
coach Boand commented. “Wc got
off to a very slow start, our best
game was against Central in a 14-16
loss." Coach Boand was pressed to
find any bright spots Saturday
commenting that, “just everybody
was off.”
A major reason for the poor show
ing was the loss of the “’point-setter,”
Joan Johnson, who could not attend
the Invitational because of family ob
ligations. “The point-setter is like
your quarterback out there, we
struggle without her she runs the
team,” explained coach Boand.
“ The point-setter Saturday was very
inexperienced ’’
The Lakers will be on the road the
remainder of the month. On Sat
urday. Sept. 27, they travel to Spring
Arbor, then 3 days later meet Hope
in Holland. These teams represent
the best NCAA Division III teams
with Hope College being the best in
the MIAA. "I think well look de
cent. ' concluded Coach Boand

SOCCER IS FAST becoming a popular sport at Grand Valley.
Saturday was not a very good day, however as the Lakers lost to
Grace Bible College (photo by Bob Stofer).

Cross Country Team Finishes
Second A t Olivet M eet
by Hoy Tinsley

Grand Valley’s cross country
squad traveled last Saturday to Olivet
College for a quadrangular meet with
Ferns and ljike Superior State. It
was an exciting meet for both the
team and coach William Clingcr, pitt
ing some top runners in the State against Grand Valley..
The overall winner of the five mile
run was Ferris State's John
Steinberg, crossing the finish line at
25 49. Finishing third and first for
Grand Valley was sophomore Glen
Bradly. stopping the clock at 26:11.
Placing second for Grand Valley
(eight overall) was freshman Rich
Christenson turning in a time of 27:
30. David Lodes was next and dev

enth overall at 28 02 and finally
Doug Kuipurs came in at 28 33 tak
ing thirteenth place overall.
Capturing first place honors was
Ferris State with 18 points. Grand
Valley followed with 45 points.
Olivet placcJ third with 84 while
Lake Superior State took fourth and
94 points. Coach William Clinger
said "I feel the team has improved
much over the last year.
Glen
Bradly ran a fine race finishing rela
tively close behind two All Staters.
Greg Hyde also ran really well. We
felt he had one of his best times in
the past two years
The cross country team moves
next to Saginaw Valley for an 11
a.m. meet on Saturday.
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Enrollment Report
mote those programs and services
which hold the most potential for
reinforcing an image of quality."
Health science, nursing, business,
physical education, education, and
career planning and counseling were
cited as examples of such high pot
ential, or, using the report’s term,
“flagcship” programs.
In studying Grand Valley’s cur
rent public image, the committee,
according to the report, undertook a
through review of past promotional
efforts undertaken by Grand Valley.
The committee’s conclusion was
that these activities had been histori
cally “(a) drastically underfunded,
(b) not targeted in the most productistc manner, and (c) not communi
cated to and supported by the GVSC
campus community.”

THE LAKER MARCHING BAND warms up in Lubbers Stadium before the game Saturday (photo
by Sue Kazlaw).

G V SC ’s Annual Family Day
Scheduled For October 4

A number of steps have already
been taken to remedy this situation,
according to the report. These have
included hiring an advertising agenev
to develop a more streamlined theme
approach in presenting Grand Valley
to the public, the development of a
pilot billboard project and the imple
mentation of a radio, newspaper and
magazine
advertising
campaign.
Also. GVSC course schedules are
now regularly distributed to a large
percentage of homes located in the
three principle counties the institu
tion serves.
A theme which is repeated
throughout the report is the need for
all faculty and staff to become more
involved in institutional issues which
affect student recruitment and cn-

Computer Scholarship Offered

Grand Valley’s annual Family Day Dean of Student Affairs, Richard
will by held the weekend of Oct. 4.. Mehlcr will be available for confer
Parents and friends of students are ences on Grand Valley and the cam
invited for the event and the activ pus environment from 11 a.m. to
noon.
ities of the day.
Tickets for the luncheon and
The schedule of events, which will
center around Grand Valley’s foot game can be purchased in the Cam
ball game with Wayne State Univer pus Center Lobby the morning of the
sity, will include a continental break event. The GVSC Day Care Center
fast open house in the residence will be available for babysitting ser
halls, a performance at the Perform vices for those that wish to use it.
If there arc any questions, contact
ing Arts Center, a pre-game luncheon
the
Student Affairs Office or call
and a post-game reception.
President Arend Lubbers and 895-6611, ext. 295.

Indianapolis, I n d ia n a ---- To
further the belief that a strong future
begins today in the schools, Larry A.
Welkc, president of International
Computer Programs, Inc. (ICP), has
announced the third annual ICP
Scholarship competition. The award
will be made to a computer science
or computer technology student for
the 1981-1982 collegiate school year.
The scholarship will consist of oneyear’s tuition plus education expens
es up to a maximum of $5,000 paid
to the U.S. college or university of

Housing Crunch
school may have problems filling
the spaces, and thus lose money,”
he explains.
“We’re always bumping into
each other,” recalls Steve Eckels,
sophomore at Oklahoma who lived
in a double with two other room
mates last year. “It didn’t do much
for my studying. I just felt that I
had no privacy.”
The housing crunch has become
a problem of such magnitude that
studies have already been complet
ed analyzing the effects on students
who lived in temporary units, or
were crowded into small spaces.
Not only have the initial findings
produced evidence of irritation and
bickering, but some students have
not done as well academically as
they might have under more normal
circumstances.
Ed Spencer, a housing official at
the University of Delaware, recent
ly concluded an examination of
students who lived in triples or in
temporary housing such as lounges
or study carrels.
“There seemed to be no signif
icant difference between the grade
point averages of those in tempor
ary units and the students in regular
situations. However, the averages
of the ones in converted spaces go
up by a greater percent over the
years after they leave that situation,
suggesting that they would have
done better if they had been in nor
mal rooms,” Spencer says.
He adds that those living in trip
les or other temporary spaces wind
up going home more frequently on

from page one

the winner’s choice.
The ICP Scholarship Committee is
composed of highly qualified men
and women from throughout the
computer industry. They will base
their selection on:
the student’s
cumulative grade point average in
his or her field of study; overall grade
point average; need for financial aide;
participation in data processing-relat
ed activities; school activities and
leadership roles; and overall accom
plishments and awards. An original
essay will be the final test.

from page one

weekends, don’t get along with
their roommates, and become very
irritated with the university admini
stration.
He points to a recent study done
by a sociologist demonstrating a
“shifting coalition theory." Ac
cording to that hypothesis, when
three people arc stuffed into a
crowded situation, an alliance of
two roommates against the other oc
curs.
Research suggests the phe
nomenon laps over to other social
settings.
Yet most housing officials re
main adamantly opposed to con
structing new dorms. They insist
the situation is under control, that
temporary units arc not counter
productive, and that the anticipated
enrollment decline will remove the
problem once and for all.
“We’ve had this problem (hous
ing shortage) for some time, and it
usually goes away after a few
weeks,” says Charles Frederickser.,
Iowa State University’s housing di

rector. “1 know of those studies of
what happens to students in tem
porary housing, but we’ve seen
none of that here, and besides, they
only remain in those units for a few
weeks.”
On the other side, however, is
the curious and puzzling statistic of
the rising percentage of students
coming back to live in the dorms,
instead of seeking off campus hous
ing. Housing officials proudly at
tribute it to the excellent program
ming in the dorms as well as the rcmovel of restrictive rules which for
ced students to leave university
housing in the late 60s.
“There are less rules about alco
hol and bringing women to your
room. Many rules are now options.
Many left because they wanted to
do things in their apartments that
they couldn’t do in the dorms, but
that’s no longer true,” said
Fredrickscn.
If th at’s truc-and other admin
istrators echoed his sentiments-it
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seems logical that perhaps the anti
cipated enrollment decline will be
offset by the rise in the number of
students who want to stay in the
dorms.
“That is certainly a factor hous
ing officials had better look at in
stead of just the enrollment predic
tions," cedes Dale Meador, director
of residential facilities at Western
Illinois University,” especially since
inflation, which has caused students
to seek housing in cheaper univer
sity dorms, is not going to go away.

College faculty member; John
Gracki, assistant vice president of
academic affairs; Calvin Stockman,
dean of continuing education; Bruce
Twcddalc, budget and research
analyst; Carl Wallman, director of ad
missions; Tyrus Wesscll, director of
the School of F.ducation; and Don
Vanderjagt, professor of math
ematics and computer science in the
College of Arts and Sciences.
The committee was established by
GVSC President Arend D. Lubbers
in the spring of 1979 to discuss and
recommend policy affecting enroll
ment.
The nine-member group,
comprised of Grand Valley adminis
trators,
professional staff and
faculty, is chaired by Bruce Locssin,
vice president for institutional de
velopment.
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MONDAY • DRAFT NITE
96 t LUNCH SPECIAL
454-0539
1437 Wealthy

TUESDAY - TEQUILA TUESDAY
$2.35 LUNCH SPECIAL

WEDNESDAY - W EENIE WEDNESDAY
PLUS M U SIC

Sept. 24-27
Irish & Eversoul

AFTER GAME SPECIALS

THURSDAY • SHOT & POP PLUS M U SIC
WEEKEND MUSIC 9:30

1:30

FRIDAY - ROCK & ROLL

Sept. 29-30
Gold Dust

Hour*- 8 -5 daily

7730

Last year’s Scholarship was
awarded to Daniel J. Alion, a junior
at Appalachian State University,
Boone, North Carolina. Alion ac
cepted the Scholarship at the Ninth
Annual ICP Million Dollar Awards
Ceremony held at the Royal Sonesta
Hotel in New Orleans, Louisiana.
The winner of the fourth ICP Schol
arship will be announced at next
year’s Million Dollar Awards Cere
mony in San Antonio, Texas.
For further information, contact
Sheila Cunningham at ICP.
Mail Applications to:
International Computer Programs
9000 Keystone Crossing
Indianapolis, IN 46240
(317) 844-7461 (800) 428-6179

rollment. In its introduction, the re
port states that while ’ the com
mittee members feel that GVSC’s
current institutional direction is a
very positive force that will help in
sure the future... the committee
members have often been astonished
by the lack of concern about enroll
ment-related issues that characterizes
many of those who work at the
college."
(Xhcr specific report recommend
ations, some of which have already
been implemented, include a variety
of general external campus improve
ments (more and better designed
signs, increased night lighting, and an
improved campus map) all contri
buting to greater student and general
public accesibility.
In addition to Vice President
Locssin, other committee members
arc Jack Bliss, director of public
relations
and
communications;
Dalccne Mrnning, William James

5 WEEKS NEW WAVE ROCK & ROLL
REGISTERED VOTERS PAY NO COVER
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Tisch
from page one
Grand Valley has already been
:cted by the presence of Proposal
The State legislature has decided
hold off on any further plans for
x
building projects including
uid Valley’s proposed new fieldise, until after the election outne.
Ti*ch says his proposal will work
ng the success of a similar prolal—Proposition 13—in California.
However, critics note that he fails
cake into account the major differa
between the two stales,
iforoia had a *6 billion budget
plus at the nme the proposal was
ted. Furthermore, California was
: offering from a severe economic
mm
now is doe to the
up mi the auto industry.
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by C. Frederick
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STUDENTS —

During Family Weekend Your Family
Can Stay At RUSTIC PINES CAMPGROUND
In Their RV Vehicle
With Heated Shower And Bath
Electric And Water
With Site For Only $6.00 Per Night

RUSTIC PINES CAMPGROUND
8275 WARNER ST. A11ENDALE, Ml.
895 - €801

VETERANS
Your Experience
Is Worth Money!
If you left the military as an
E 4 with 3 years cf service you can.
earn S I , 360 44 per year in the Army
Reserve That s $E0 52 for.one
weekend each month plus full pay
for 2 weeks annua training wth vftur
local Reserve unit

E
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^ DISSELKOEN

Timeless investments in elegance.

20% Off

on all diamond engagement
sets with student I.D .
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Rec v ’ e1
Call
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THE ARMY RESERVE

2866 Raddift A*e_ S .E ,
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49508
(616) 942-2990
(across from the Woooland Mall)

